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Compact video player for macOS that plays virtually any video or audio
Published on 05/14/19
Virginia based Electronic Team, Inc. today announces JustPlay 1.1, their new compact,
friendly, fast and versatile video and audio player for macOS Boasting a variety of
convenient settings for both audio and video files, and advanced subtitles support,
JustPlay supports virtually any file format including MP4, AVI, MOV, SWF, DAT, MKV, MP3,
FLAC, M4V, FLV and Blu-ray. And thanks to its hardware accelerated decoding, JustPlay
allows to watch HD and Ultra HD videos without any slowdowns or delays.
Alexandria, Virginia - New product by Electronic Team just became available - small and
easy-to-use player with a name that speaks for itself - JustPlay. The player supports an
immense amount of file formats, pretty much any type there is, and won't ask you for
external codecs or addons, it has everything needed for a quality playback.
There is always a need for a simple, lightweight player that won't be overwhelming a user
with a ton of unwanted options, yet the player should be able to play any file type a user
might have without having to download codecs, addons, etc. JustPlay is exactly that:
compact, with straightforward interface, necessary settings and extensive list of
supported formats that includes MP4, AVI, MOV, SWF, DAT, MKV, MP3, FLAC, M4V, FLV, and
Blu-ray. Thanks to its hardware accelerated decoding, JustPlay allows to watch HD and
Ultra HD videos without any slowdowns or delays.
Key features of JustPlay:
* A convenient selection of playback settings - A user can set any speed of playback, sync
subtitles or sound track with the video in case the original had some out-of-sync issues.
Video image settings include: brightness, saturation, contrast, gamma, hue, noise
reduction and sharpness.
* Extended subtitles support - One can automatically load subtitles in a preferred
language, adjust their appearance, including the font, the size, the color of text and
background. Convenient online search is available directly in the player via integration
with opensubtitles.org.
* Advanced audio playback - One can select the audio language, choose to load external
audio tracks automatically, customize the sound with an audio equalizer with smart
presets. JustPlay allows using various devices for audio output and offers AC3/DTS
passthrough on SPDIF output.
* Deinterlacing for video - The deinterlace option is aimed at fixing the issue of
horizontal stripes on fast moving objects in some videos.
* Screen settings - The player window can be fit to the video size and there is the
full-screen mode. Playback controls and current info can be displayed on screen.
* Video thumbnails - When JustPlay is installed on a MacBook with the Touch Bar, there is
an option to control the player from it and see the video thumbnail previews.
System Requirements:
* OS X 10.11 or later
* 111 MB
Pricing and Availability:
JustPlay version 1.1 costs $4.99 (USD) and is available worldwide through the Mac App
Store in the Entertainment category.
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JustPlay 1.1:
https://www.electronic.us/just-play.html
Purchase JustPlay from the Mac App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id1458004180
Screenshot:
http://www.electronic.us/images/upload/articles/vd/vd-1.png

Electronic Team, Inc. is a technology development company that specializes in producing
high-quality software applications working across all major platforms. We plan, analyze,
design, implement, test, maintain and support our products in order to meet the highest
expectations and demands of our customers. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2019
Electronic Team, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, OS X and macOS are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks
and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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